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DK Files RTO terms and conditions  

 

 

Please note the following terms and conditions for RTO’s and credits will be applied to all sub dealers with 

immediate effect from todays date.  

 

- If you request an RTO we will provide the original file wrapped free of charge and no credit will be taken. 

To request an RTO please upload via DK Files and send an email to dktuning@outlook.com with the 

information to receive the credit back you have used uploading.  

- We cannot offer a refund of credit for a vehicle that has been tuned and is then ran on a dyno and does 

not meet quoted gains given by a subdealer. It is the sole responsibility of the subdealer to inform the 

customer or have in terms and conditions that unless vehicle is ran stock on a dyno we cannot be 

responsible, as the file provider, for the power it makes. There are so many factors that can alter the 

end gains that are not related to the file.  

- We cannot offer a refund for any mechanical faults a vehicle has. A file simply cannot cause a 

mechanical fault. A fault is either caused by a part that is already worn or a completely unrelated matter 

to the tuned file.  

- If a customer is not happy, for whatever reason, with the tuned file we need to be given an opportunity 

to rectify this before issuing any kind of RTO.  

- We cannot issue a refund for poor MPG figures after a tuned file is applied. It is your responsibility to 

inform customers or have in your own companies terms and conditions that MPG gains are an added 

extra to the power. When applying a remap, even with an ECO style remap, it is for the sole purpose of 

gains, any MPG gains are an added bonus.  

- If we do development on files such as pop and bang, we cannot refund a credit if the development 

doesn’t work. I.e if we are trying to add pops and bangs onto an ECU we haven’t developed before we 

will firstly tune the ECU and then try and apply the pops and bangs. Your credit is for the tune and not 

the development. The development is free with this file credit for the tuned software.  

 

 

We hope these conditions are clear, if you have any questions around the above points please call Dan on 

01902 711954 option 2.  
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